LEVELS OF QUESTIONING
JUNCTION CITY

What do young
children do when
they want to know
something?

They ask A LOT of
questions!

Asking questions
about things we
don’t know is
another way we
learn new
information
The higher the level
of question, the
higher the level of
thinking and
understanding you
achieve.

• In this PD session, we will be developing
questions for the material that we work with
(tutorials and Socratic Seminars).
• It’s true, there is no such thing as a bad question,
but some are definitely better than others.

• We want to use questions that require some
serious brain activity!!!

There are three levels of
questions and “academic
vocabulary” you should be
familiar with.

LEVEL III
LEVEL II

LEVEL I

WHAT’S THE BIG DEAL?
• Learning takes place when you produce
knowledge not reproduce it.

• Recognize a higher-level thinking question:
Colleges want you to be able to dig
deeper, use higher level thinking questions.
• Needed for Tutorials and Socratic
Seminars…so we can have a common
language

FACTUAL QUESTIONS:
• have only one answer
• answers found in the text
• very concrete
• info is recalled in the
exact manner/form it was
heard
• short answers (usually 1
or 2 words)

LEVEL I

Gathering and
recalling information:
Level I questions start
with:

define, describe,
identify, list, name
observe, recite,
scan, explain,
review locate,
paraphrase

LEVEL I

How old was
George
Washington?

What is your
name?

These are NOT the kind we
will use extensively. Don’t
limit your questioning to
this type of questions.

LEVEL I

INTERPRETIVE QUESTIONS
•more than one answer
w/evidence from the text
• more abstract, one must
manipulate the information to
find the answer
• examines motives or causes

• involves finding info. that
supports generalizations or
decision-making
•Short answer or essay

LEVEL II

Making sense of the
gathered information:
Level II questions start
with:

analyze, compare,
group, infer,
contrast, sequence,
illustrate, retell,
synthesize, sort,
diagram, summarize

LEVEL II

What is
unique about
you?

These questions require you to
think a little harder!!!!!
Who was a
better leader:
George
Washington or
John Adams?

LEVEL II

EVALUATIVE QUESTIONS
• answer goes beyond text
• applying information
• answer depends on
personal experiences, values,
interpretation of literature, etc.
• asks for judgments to be
made from information
• gives opinions about issues,
judge validity of ideas
•Essay questions

LEVEL III

Applying and evaluating
information:
Level III questions start
with:

apply, evaluate,
hypothesize, imagine,
judge, predict,
speculate, compose,
construct, critique

LEVEL III

These questions require you
really think, reflect, and write!!!
What is your favorite
band and why?

Do you
agree that all
athletes
should be
drug-tested?

LEVEL III

Which
character
suffered
the most?

Real learning
takes place in
levels II and III.

LEVEL III

LEVEL II
LEVEL I

REVIEW:
Applying and
evaluating information

LEVEL III

Make sense of the
information

LEVEL II

Gather and Recall
information

LEVEL I

2
____sequence
3
____apply

To which level do these words
belong?

2
____analyze
1
____list

LEVEL III

3
____hypothesize

1
____describe
1
____recite
2
____compare

LEVEL II

LEVEL I

Ready for some
questions a
teacher might
ask….

1
____Describe
your study habits from last year.
3
____Generalize
how a successful student

should study.
2
____Explain
how your study habits from last

year will have an impact this year?
2
____What
could you infer would happen if you
study the same as you did last year?

2
____Illustrate
the story.
3
____Imagine
if you didn’t study…..

____How does the poem begin?
____In your opinion, which of the characters
suffered the most?
____How do the lawyer and doctor differ?

____Which states seceded from the union?
____How does the character’s violence reveal
a deep-rooted insecurity.
____Using this equation, how can we find out
the number of apple trees in an orchard
having 15 rows, 5 trees each.

____How
1
does the poem begin?
3
____In
your opinion, which of the characters
suffered the most?
____How
do the lawyer and doctor differ?
2

____Which
states seceded from the union?
1
____How
2
does the character’s violence reveal
a deep-rooted insecurity.

3
____Using
this equation, how can we find out
the number of apple trees in an orchard
having 15 rows, 5 trees each.

LET’S TRY A FAIRY TALE!

____How
3
would you feel if you were the Giant?
2
____Retell
the story in your own words.

1
____What
did Jack trade for the beans?
2
____What
is the moral of the story?
1
____What
did Jack find at the top of the stalk.

2
____How
is Jack’s personality like yours?
2
____How
is this fairy tale similar to Cinderella?

3
____How
would you solve a similar problem?

penthouse

A Three Story Intellect!

ground floor
basement

BLOOM’S TAXONOMY and Costa’s Levels of Questioning
The Student will…

Knowledge
(Remembering)
Learn specific facts, ideas,
vocabulary;
remembering/recalling
information or specific facts.

Comprehension
(Understanding)

Application
(Applying)

Ability to grasp the meaning of
material; communicate
knowledge; understanding
information without relating it to
other material.

Ability to use learned material
in new and concrete situations;
use learned knowledge and
interpret previous situations.

Analysis
(Analyzing)
Ability to break down material
into its component parts and
perceive interrelationships.

Synthesis
(Creating)
Ability to put parts together to
form a new whole; use
elements in new patterns and
relationships.

Evaluation
(Evaluating)
Ability to judge the value of
material (statement, novel,
poem, report, etc.) for a given
purpose; judgment is based
on given criteria.

Introduction of knowledge

Practice knowledge learned

Demonstrates mastery of knowledge learned

Level One—the basement

Level Two— the ground floor

Level Three—the penthouse

By doing the following…
collect, copy,
define, describe,
examine,
find,
group,
identify, indicate,
label, list, locate,
match,
name,
omit, observe,
point, provide,
quote,
read, recall, recite,
recognize, repeat,
reproduce,
say, select, sort, spell,
state,
tabulate, tell, touch,
underline,
who, when, where, what

By doing the following…
alter, associate
calculate, categorize,
change, communicate,
convert,
distinguish,
expand, explain,
inform,
name alternatives, outline,
paraphrase,
rearrange, reconstruct,
relate, restate (own words),
summarize,
tell the meaning of,
translate,
understand,
verbalize,
write

acquire, adopt,
apply, assemble, capitalize,
construct, consume,
demonstrate, develop,
discuss,
experiment,
formulate,
manipulate,
organize,
relate, report,
search, show,
solve novel problems,
tell consequences,
try,
use, utilize

By doing the following…
analyze, arrange,
break down,
categorize, classify,
compare, contrast, deduce,
determine, diagram,
differentiate, discuss
causes,
dissect, distinguish,
give reasons,
order,
separate, sequence,
survey,
take apart,
test for,
why

alter, build,
combine, compose,
construct, create, develop,
estimate,
form a new…,
generate,
hypothesize,
imagine, improve,
infer, invent,
modify,
plan, predict,
produce, propose,
reorganize, rewrite, revise,
simplify, synthesize

appraise, argue, assess,
challenge, choose,
conclude, criticize,
critique,
debate, decide, defend,
discriminate, discuss,
document, draw
conclusions,
editorialize, evaluate,
grade,
interpret,
judge, justify,
prioritize,
rank, rate, recommend,
reject,
support,
validate,
weigh

Knowledge—Level 1A

(Remembering)

Comprehension—Level
1B

Skills Demonstrated:

•
•
•
•

Observation and recall of
information
Knowledge of dates,
events, places
Knowledge of major ideas
Master of subject matter

Application—Level 2A

Analysis—Level 2B

Synthesis—Level 3A

Evaluation—Level 3B

(Applying)

(Analyzing)

(Creating)

(Evaluating)

Skills Demonstrated:

Skills Demonstrated:

Skills Demonstrated:

Skills Demonstrated:

Skills Demonstrated:

•

•
•

•
•
•

•

•

(Understanding)

•
•
•
•
•

What is…?

Understanding
information
Grasp meaning
Translate knowledge into
new context
Interpret facts, compare,
contrast
Order, group, infer causes
Predict consequences

How would you classify the
type of…?

•

Use information
Use methods, concepts,
theories in new situations
Solve problems using
required skills or
knowledge

•

Seeing patterns
Organization of parts
Recognition of hidden
meanings
Identification of
components

How would you use…?

What are the parts of…?

What examples can you find
to…?

How is_____related to…?

Will you state or interpret in
your own words…?

How would you
solve_____using what you
have learned…?

What is the theme…?

How would you rephrase the
meaning…?

How would you organize
______to show…?

Can you list the parts…?

How would you describe…?
When did…?

What facts or ideas show…?

How would you show your
understanding…?

How is…?
Where is…?
When did ____ happen?
How did _______?
Why did…?

How would you
compare/contrast…?

Can you recall…?

What is the main idea of…?

How would you show…?

Which statements support…?

Can you select…?

Can you explain what is
happening…what is meant…?

Who were the main...?
Can you list three…?
Which one…?
Who was…?

What can you say about…?
Which is the best answer…?
How would you summarize…?

What approach would you use
to…?
How would you apply what you
learned to develop…?
What other way would you
plan to…?
What would result if…?
Can you make use of the facts
to…?
What elements would you
choose to change…?
What facts would you select to
show…?
What questions would you ask
in an interview with…?

Why do you think…?
What motive is there…?
What inference can you
make…?

•
•
•

Use old ideas to create
new ones
Generalize from given
facts
Relate knowledge from
several areas
Predict, draw conclusions

•
•

Compare and
discriminate between
ideas
Assess value of
theories, presentations
Make choices based on
reasoned argument

Do you agree with the
actions…? with the
outcomes….?

Do you agree with the
actions…? With the
outcomes…?

What is your opinion of…?

What is your opinion of…?

How would you prove…?
Disprove…?

How would you prove…?
Disprove…?

Can you assess the value or
importance of…?

Can you assess the value or
importance of…?

Would it be better if …?

Would it be better if…?

What conclusions can you
draw…?

Why did they (the character)
choose…?

Why did they (the character)
choose…?

How would you classify…?

What would you
recommend…?

What would you
recommend…?

How would you rate the …?

How would you evaluate…?

What would you cite to defend
the actions…?

How could you determine…?

How would you categorize…?
Can you identify the different
parts…?
What evidence can you find…?
What is the relationship
between…?

How would you evaluate…?

What choice would you have
made…?

How could you determine…?

What would you select…?

Can you make a distinction
between…?

What choice would you have?

How would you prioritize…?

What is the function of …?
What ideas justify…?
How would you estimate the
results for…?
What facts can you compile…?
Can you construct a model that
would change…?
Can you think of an original
way for the…?

What judgment would you
make about…?
Based on what you know,
how would you explain…?
What information would you
use to support the view…?
How would you justify…?
What data was used to make
the conclusion…?
Why was it better that…?
How would you prioritize the
facts…?
How would you compare the
ideas…?

TITLE: Teaching Levels of Questioning
OBJECTIVES:
• Students will learn the concept of Higher Order Thinking
• Students will practice formulating questions of increasing complexity
• Students will reflect on how questioning skills can help them learn

Time in minutes/
Materials
Start - 10
Cut Pictures

11 – 15

ACTIVITY
Group students with cut pictures
x
Give each person a piece of a picture, instruct him or her to find the
people with the rest of the picture and form a new group.

Explain the Purpose of Improving Inquiry Skills
x
Good questioning techniques are very important in learning.
Effective learners use questioning to help motivate themselves to pay
more attention in class and to remember information better.
x
Questioning can be used to help us to reason through problems and
to put pieces of information together in new ways—like we just did
with our pictures…..
x
All levels of questions are important, necessary, and serve a purpose
depending on the situation. Sometimes, we need low levels of
questions to gain information, but, being able to define a word or
remember a fact isn’t an end in itself. It’s how we use that
information that helps us truly learn, and it’s how we apply that
information that is most important. All levels of questions work
together to helps us learn—no one level is “better” than another—
they’re all needed for learning, and our ultimate goal is to get to the
top levels.
x
Levels of Questioning are part of the way we communicate with
each other. It helps you not only to read, but to understand and
relate to what you're reading. There's a difference between asking
and answering questions. It takes real understanding of a topic to
ask a good question...a question that really makes someone
consider and THINK.

Adapted from: www.scoe.org/docs/avid/inquiry_script.doc

TOTAL TIME: 55 minutes

11 - 20
x Blooms/Costa’s Handout

Levels of Questions Instruction
x
Distribute handout
x
I like to begin with a metaphor of a building. There’s the basement,
the ground floors, and the penthouse. All are necessary. The
basement helps you store important things for later. You can enter
on the ground floor. And the penthouse, that’s the icing on the
cake—you’ve arrived!
x
Review each of the different levels of questioning:
 Level 1 is like the basement—important information you need to
have. These would be definitions, numbers, formulas.
 Level 2 is where you take those definitions, numbers and formulas
and put them to use. It’s where you enter the building of thinking.
You use the formulas, you translate the words, you back up ideas,
you compare and contrast.
 Level 3 is the big time. You’re “moving on up to that deluxe
apartment in the sky,” to quote the Jeffersons. This is where you
make the information your own. Here is where you synthesize, judge,
create,
x
Be sure to give some examples of questions from each level. You
can use the handout. It combines Costa’s levels and Blooms
Taxonomy, it explains what each level means, skills used, and
provides question starters.

21- 40
x
One picture for each
group (the one they put
together)

Practice Generating Questions
x
Have each group use a picture to create one question from each of
Costa’s three levels
x
Read questions aloud and evaluate to level as a class

41-55

Reflection/Debrief

Alternative Ways to present this
information

x

Discuss as a group how this concept of levels of questions could be
used in all their other classes (i.e., they can identify which type of
tasks they are being assigned, they can create questions of their
own, they can evaluate benchmark or other exam questions for
complexity)

x

Some teachers like to read a fairy tale to their class and have them
make questions about the fairy tale rather than off a picture, as is
suggested in this lesson. This gets fun when you get questions such as
“How is the first little pig different than the third little pig (level 2)”, or
“What would happen if Hansel and Gretel did not push the witch into
the oven (Level 3)?”

Extensions
x

x

x

x

Each day, have students practice identifying levels by finding where
on Bloom’s or Costa’s the tasks you assign them fall
Teach one (Costa) or two (Bloom's) level(s) per day, review the
definitions of signal words, practice each level before moving to the
next by creating questions with homework and/or notes.
When reading for information or watching a video for information,
have students create questions from each level and answer them.
This could be extended further into a Socratic seminar (this strategy
to come later!)
When reviewing for a test, have students create their own test made
up of 5 level 1 questions, 3 level 2 questions, and one level 3
question. Have them discuss and defend why each question is of
that level. Then, they can use those questions as study guides.
Make a poster of the handout to hang in your classroom.

Adapted from: www.scoe.org/docs/avid/inquiry_script.doc

